1. Inception
Bristol entered the railway age in the 1840s. The Great
Western Railway was completed to London in 1841 and
the Bristol & Exeter Railway to Exeter in 1844. Purchase
of the Bristol & Gloucester and Birmingham & Gloucester
companies by the Midland Railway in 1845 allowed
travellers from Bristol to reach Birmingham and the
Midlands. Across the Severn the South Wales Railway
was authorised by Parliament and would connect with
the expanding national railway system at Gloucester.
Although rail communication between Bristol and South
Wales would now be possible, Bristol commercial
interests feared that the lucrative trade with
industrialised South Wales would be in jeopardy unless
a more direct route was found which avoided the long
detour via Gloucester.
A number of schemes were proposed including one
which was surveyed by Brunel and authorised by
Parliament in 1846–71-1. This was for a railway, to be
known as the Bristol and South Wales Junction Railway,
to connect the Great Western Railway’s terminus in
Bristol via Filton and Patchway to the river Severn at
New Passage where steam boats would carry passengers
and goods across the river. Rival ferries had plied across
the Severn between New Passage and Black Rock,

Portskewett, and from Aust to Beachley (Old Passage)
for many years and the rights to both ferries were to be
acquired to avoid competition. A branch to Aust and a
short length of railway on the opposite bank from Black
Rock to a junction with the South Wales Railway at
Portskewett was also authorised. Some land on the
route of the proposed railway was purchased together
with the New Passage Ferry and some property at New
Passage but no satisfactory tenders were received for
building the line. The company had difficulty in raising
capital and money was owed to the Duke of Beaufort
on a contract for the purchase of the Old Passage Ferry.
At the shareholders half-yearly meeting in September
18471-2 the accounts showed that the Company had a
balance of £11,836 but the Old Passage Ferry alone
would cost £20,000 of which £10,000 was shortly due.
Calls were made for the project to be abandoned but in
a further meeting in November1-3 it was decided that
the Directors should apply to Parliament for an extension
of time for making the line. In fact notices were published
simultaneously that the Company intended to apply to
Parliament for both an extension of time and for
dissolution of the Company1-4. Little progress was made
and at a meeting of shareholders in January 18511-5 it

Fig. 1a:
Principal railways and stations
in the Bristol area up to 1850.
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2. Construction of the Line
The first half yearly meeting of the shareholders was
held on Tuesday 27th October 1857. The Directors
Report summarised the position so far:
The directors of the Bristol and South Wales Union
Railway Company have at length the satisfaction of
meeting the shareholders as an incorporated
company.
On the 31st of this month it will be three years
since the public meeting was held at which the
company was initiated. During the whole of the
intervening period circumstances have been
exceedingly adverse to this, as to every other new
railway undertaking, and to have succeeded so far
has demanded much labour and the exercise of
patience and perseverance.
It will be remembered that, in the first instance,
it was attempted to carry out a plan which embraced
objects beyond that of merely connecting Bristol with
South Wales by railway, and that it was proposed
that the line should run through the City, Clifton,
Hotwells, and along the Banks of the River Avon
and Severn to the New Passage. The provisional
directors took all the necessary steps to enable them
to apply to Parliament in the then ensuing session
for powers to effect these purposes, but the
subscriptions fell so short of the amount required
that they were obliged to abandon the line as at first
projected.
Being unwilling, however, to give up all hope of
accomplishing the most pressing object, that of
connecting Bristol more closely with South Wales,
the provisional directors, in the summer of 1855,
canvassed the subscribers with a view to ascertain
their wishes, and finding that nearly all of them,
concurred in the suggestion for an alteration in the
route, which, by avoiding the City and Clifton, would
save half the estimated expense, they determined
to continue their efforts, but in promotion of the line
as now sanctioned by Parliament.
The war with Russia intervening, presented a
new and extraordinary difficulty, which forbade all
thought of appearing before Parliament that year;
but the provisional directors, husbanding their
remaining funds, continued to prosecute a canvass
for additional subscriptions. They succeeded in
obtaining the support of influential members of the
Great
Western,
the
South
Wales,
the
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Monmouthshire Canal and Railway, the Taff Vale,
and the Severn and Wye Boards of Direction, and of
other gentlemen largely concerned in the
manufacturing and mining interests of South Wales.
Subsequently, with the aid of a few zealous
canvassers, some additional subscriptions were
obtained in this city.
The case presented to Parliament was so strong,
that, notwithstanding the prevailing indisposition
to sanction new railway undertakings the bill passed
through all its stages with but little difficulty. Some
opposition was offered from landowners and vested
interests, and this, together with the Inquiry
instituted by the Lords of the Admiralty, added to
the cost, but did not otherwise interfere with the
passing of the act. ...
Land having been purchased on the site of the proposed
tunnel at Almondsbury (Patchway), the contractor
Rowland Brotherhood of Chippenham started
construction in October 1858 and negotiations for the
purchase of further lands at both the Bristol and New
Passage ends continued. Charles Richardson, with
whom Brunel had worked on various other schemes,
was also engaged as Resident Engineer at this time.
Brunel’s Report, as Consulting Engineer for the
Company, was read at the half yearly meeting of the
shareholders on 28th February 1859:
During the last half-year the works have been
commenced at the tunnel at Almondsbury and the
adjoining cuttings, and as the contractor has been
put in possession of the necessary lands, he has
brought considerable of plant upon the ground, and
has proceeded rapidly.
U pw a rds of 40,000 cubic yards of excavation
have been carried into embankment west of the
tunnel. The masonry of the bridges has likewise been
commenced.
The shaft which had been commenced at the
western end of the tunnel having reached a depth
of 60 feet, its further progress was interfered with
by the influx of water. A pumping engine is being
erected which, it is expected, will enable very shortly
the driving of the tunnel heading to be proceeded
with.
Possession of the land for the principal prosecution
of the tunnel not having been obtained, the contractor

3. After the Opening
1864
The Engineers’ and Directors’ Reports presented at the
Half-Yearly Shareholders Meeting on the 29th February
1864 summarised the progress so far:
Engineers’ Report—The railway from Bristol to New
Passage Pier having been opened to the public for
the conveyance of passengers on the 8th September
last has continued working satisfactorily.
The short portion of the line on the western side
of the Severn from the Portskewett Pier to the
Junction with the South Wales Railway was formally
opened on the 1st January, the passengers having
been temporarily conveyed in the interim.
The permanent way and works along the whole
line continue in good condition.
Sidings are in progress at the Severn Piers and
at Lawrence Hill and Stapleton Road stations for
the conveyance of merchandise and light goods.
The stations generally have been completed, that
at the New Passage being nearly ready. On the
Portskewett side the station of the South Wales
Company has been transferred from their station to
the point of junction with the South Wales line.
A portion of the platform at the end of the New
Passage Pier has been roofed in for the protection
of passengers; and a floating landing stage has been
provided at the pier head for the convenient access
of the ferry steamers at all states of wind and tide;
and a supply of fresh water for the boats has been
laid on.
The pier on the Portskewett side having been
carried to its full length, will shortly be completed
sufficiently to receive the floating landing stage,
which has hitherto been temporarily moored on its
southern side.
The electric telegraph has been laid along the
entire line, crossing the Severn by a submarine cable,
and is now at work. The crossing of the river at the
ferry has been regularly performed by the Company's
steamer throughout the winter, during which some
heavy gales have occurred, the time of crossing being
ordinarily about ten minutes.
A new steamer specially constructed for the ferry
service is in progress and will under the contract be
completed ready for the summer traffic.
R.P. Brereton; Charles Richardson
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Directors’ Report— ...The works are of the best
character; and for the manner in which they have
been carried out, great credit is due to the contractor,
the undertaking having been most heavy and difficult.
The arrangements for facilitating and increasing
the traffic are nearly completed.
The junction with the South Wales line at
Portskewet has been finished, and the Pier on the
Monmouthshire side of the Severn has been carried
on to the extent intended and only required the
platform arrangements.
Sidings are being provided at Lawrence Hill and
Stapleton Road and Patchway stations for this
purpose; and steam cranes and other appliances are
provided on the Piers. In the course of a few days it
is expected that the Company will be enabled to
convey merchandise and light goods which will bring
a considerable accession to the present traffic.
The ferry has been let to, and is being efficiently
worked by Mr John Bland, whose great experience
in Railway Traffic renders him most competent to
bring a large amount of traffic to the line.
As mentioned in the Engineer's Report a new
steam boat especially adapted for the ferry is being
built and is expected to be ready early in June.
The agreement with the Great Western Directors
for the working of the line by that Company has been
sealed; and the line has been worked under the
agreement from the 1st January last. Up to that
date the line was worked by the Great Western Co.
at cost price.
The fares have been fixed at very moderate rates
in order to induce the greatest amount of travelling
on the line.
The directors have disposed of the Hotel and a
portion of the surplus land not required for the
Railway to the ‘New Passage Hotel Co.’, and that
Company is proceeding vigorously with the
alterations and additions required to make the
locality so attractive as to promise a considerable
accession of traffic to the line.
The Directors are applying in the present session
of Parliament for an extension of time for the
proposed line from the New Passage to the mouth
of the River Avon preparatory to the construction of
Docks there by other parties. The Directors have
taken advantage of the opportunity to confirm the
agreement entered into with the Port Railway and

4. Great Western Railway Takeover
The Great Western company formally absorbed the
‘Union’ company on 1st August 1868. The Act for
absorption and dissolution of the ‘Union’ company also
had provision for abandoning the authorised extension
to the proposed docks at the mouth of the Avon. No
work had been started on the dock scheme at this time
and the Bristol Port Railway and Pier Company, whose
line from Avonmouth to Hotwells had opened in 1865,
had applied to Parliament for an extension to run from
a junction on their line near Sea Mills to Ashley Hill
via Clifton Down where a junction would be made with
both the Midland line and the Bristol & South Wales
Union line. The scheme was passed by parliament in
1867 as the Bristol Port, Railway and Pier (Clifton
Extension) Act4-1. These two factors may have led the
Great Western to consider the abandonment of the
‘Union’ company’s proposed extension.
The two steamers Relief and Christopher Thomas
were transferred to James Grierson and Frederick
Saunders of the Great Western in June 1868 and one
of the first changes was the taking over of the working
of the ferry from John Bland when his contract expired
on 12th September. The ferry captains and crew now
became servants of the Great Western Railway together
with the pier and station staffs.
The New Passage Ferry Hotel Company was granted
permission to serve refreshments on board the ferries
in addition to continuance of running the refreshment
room at Portskewett Junction, and a new lease was
signed by R.W. Bingham for the rental of space at the
various stations and piers for the sale of newspapers
etc.4-2 This time the term was for 5½ years from 24th
June 1867 at a yearly rent of £60.
An engine shed was provided at Portskewett
Junction for the Pier Branch engine, but when this was
constructed is not clear. It was however destroyed by
fire on 22nd May 1877 but was quickly rebuilt. A plan
of the shed is shown in Fig. 4a.
In October 1871 steam pumping engines were
authorised for a number of stations on the GWR,
including Portskewett, to replace horse power.
Presumably this would be for filling the water tank that
was situated near the engine shed. This may previously
have been filled by means of a ‘horse gin’. John Reeves
was employed as a ‘pumper’ at Portskewett until 6th
January 18724-3.
Conversion of the Portskewett branch to standard
gauge took place in May 1872 in common with the rest
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of the Great Western in South Wales; the line from
Bristol to New Passage followed in August 1873 and in
1874 new luggage lifts and winding engines were
provided at both Portskewett and New Passage Piers.
The Bristol Port, Railway and Pier Company’s
Clifton Extension Railway had made little progress due
to financial difficulties and in 1871 the works were
transferred as a joint venture to the Midland and Great
Western companies4-4. The new line opened to
passengers on 1st October 1874 between Clifton Down
and a junction with the Midland line near Fishponds
(Kingswood Junction), crossing over the ‘Union’ line
near Ashley Hill. A spur curving to the right from a
junction (Ashley Hill Junction) west of the bridge over
the ‘Union’ line joined the latter at Narroways Hill
Junction between Ashley Hill station and Stapleton
Road station. To cater for the extra traffic the Union
line was doubled from Bristol to Narroways Hill
Junction. The contract was let to Robinson and Adams
of Uxbridge with part of the earthwork being done by
the contractor for the Clifton Extension Railway under
their engineer James Brunlees.
The steamer Relief which had operated the ferry
service since 1863 was sold and a new steamer the
Chepstow was purchased in 1875.
In 1876, the GWR Refreshment Room Committee
expressed an opinion that the Refreshment Room at
Portskewett Junction should be closed since passengers
were able to obtain refreshment aboard the ferry and
the Refreshment Room was a temptation for companies
servants which should be avoided4-5. This suggestion
however was not taken up since the Refreshment Room
survived until closure of the ferry,
Charles Richardson’s Severn Tunnel scheme finally
had the support of the Great Western Railway in 1871.
The scheme would utilise the Union line from Bristol
to Pilning from where a new line would branch off to
cross the River Severn in a tunnel ½ mile south of New
Passage emerging on the Monmouthshire side close to
the South Wales Railway near Caldicot. The Act for
construction of the tunnel was granted in 18724-6.
Progress of the works was slow and it was not until
1878 that the Union line at New Passage saw much
activity associated with the tunnel. In that year a
temporary line for transporting materials etc. was laid
from a point adjacent New Passage station to a shaft
being sunk near the sea wall. A temporary tramway
was also laid from Portskewett Junction to the tunnel

5. The Ferry Crossing and Piers
The Bristol Channel, as it narrows to become the River
Severn, has a 40 foot tidal rise and fall, strong currents,
sandbanks and submerged rocks, and has very few
locations for safe passage across. One such location is
between Black Rock on the Monmouthshire shore and
New Passage near Redwick on the Gloucestershire side.
This location had been used as a crossing point for many
years before the coming of railways and was chosen by
the ‘Union’ company for its new steam ferry service.
However the Admiralty had a statutory duty to
investigate the effect of the proposed steam ferry and
pier on the existing navigation of the river and a public
inquiry conducted by Captain Alldridge, R.N. and civil
engineer George Hurwood was held at the New Passage
Hotel on 25th March 1857. The proceedings of the
inquiry were reported in the Bristol Mercury5-1. A report
from the Admiralty5-2 following the inquiry described
the effect of the tides and currents on the proposed
crossing:
... Starting then, from either side, at about a quarter
flood, when the tide begins to run its strongest, and
when also the upward-bound vessels weigh from
King Road, and endeavour to pass up through the
Shoots, a steam ferry vessel would proceed for the
much greater part of her passage across, under the
protection or shelter of the English Stones, the rocks
being at that period of the tide uncovered. This we
conceive to be an advantage which no other position
in the neighbourhood offers, as it would enable such
a vessel to lie too (if crossing from the English shore)
near the Shoots, in comparatively still water, and
wait a favourable opportunity for crossing the
Shoots passage (the view both up and down the
River being quite open), which is of course the point
of danger, and where collision has to be guarded
against.
When the flood tide covers the English Stones
(which it does at half tide), the run of the tide then
begins to slacken in the Shoots, and at this time the
vessels passing up are fewer in number; and when
there is sufficient depth of water over the English
Stones for vessel of light draught to cross over them,
there is then great navigable width without the rapid
current to contend against.
After full consideration, we have come to the
conclusion that no better position could have been
chosen for crossing the river ...
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The report recommended the proposed scheme in
principle but made detailed provisions for the operation
of the ferry and navigational requirements:
... To ensure, as far as possible, the safety of passing
trading vessels, we think it desirable that stringent
regulations should be imposed, viz.:—That on all
occasions the Steam Ferry is to give way on nearing
passing vessels to avoid collision.
That when the Steam Ferry is crossing with a
flood tide, and a vessel on her upward course is
observed as high up as to be abreast of the ‘Bull
Rock’ (on the ‘English Stones’), the Steam Ferry shall
lie too, and not proceed until such vessel shall have
passed the ferry track; that is to say, if the Steam
Ferry is crossing from the English shore when the
vessel is seen so high up as abreast the ‘Bull Rock,’
she shall lie too, under the ‘English Stones,’ until
such vessels shall have passed her track; or if the
Steam Ferry shall be about to cross from the Welsh
side, she shall not start from the pier until the said
vessel shall have passed the ferry track, unless the
time of tide is so near to high water (when it becomes
slack water); that both vessels may proceed without
risk.
Again, on the ebb tide, the Steam Ferry must
observe the same regulations as prescribed for the
flood tide, when a vessel on her downward course
shall have arrived abreast of ‘Matherns Pill.’ And
this may be easily effected, as in both cases, flood or
ebb, the water is comparatively slack between the
‘Dunn Sand’ and the ‘English Stones.’
In thick and foggy weather, the Steam Ferry
should keep a bell constantly ringing whilst on her
passage from shore to shore; and at night time, in
addition to the lights carried by the vessel according
to the regulations of the Board of Trade, there should
be a stationary ‘Red Light’ shown at each of the pier
heads, and also a ‘Bright Light’ on the shore or pier
on either side, not less than 100 yards from the red
light, and in such positions as to be leading marks
for the Steam Ferry when crossing to avoid running
into danger.
The bright lights on the piers or shore are only
to be exhibited during the time that the Steam Ferry
is on her transit from shore to shore, but the red
lights on the pier heads are to be kept burning all
night.

Fig. 5a: 1” OS Map showing the Bristol & South Wales Union Railway highlighted in red and the course of the ferry across the River
Severn.

When both lights are exhibited on either shore,
it will denote that the Steam Ferry is making her
passage, and warn vessels nearing her track. ...
A contemporary 1 inch Ordnance Survey map (Fig 5a)
shows the piers at Black Rock and New Passage and
the topography of the river. The report also made some
recommendations regarding the piers as follows:
... As regards the piers, by the evidence given before
us, it appears that vessels of light draught of water,
to avoid the run of the tide in the ‘Shoots Passage,’
and with certain winds do sometimes use the
‘English Lake,’ as it is called, inside the ‘English
Stones;’ and we think it desirable that this channel
should be kept as open as possible, and, with this
object in view, we are of opinion that the position of
the pier on the English side of the river might be
improved. The piers are proposed to be open, to
which we see no objection, nor do we think it
important what material is used for their
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construction. By reference to the deposited Book of
Plans, Sheet No. 5, the Ordnance Map in the same
book, and chart of the ‘Severn,’ we have shown by a
green line the position we think best for the line of
railway, and have contracted the limits of deviation
on the English shore, as shown by the green dotted
line.
The deposited book of plans referred to above shows
the line of railway to the pier at New Passage passing
through Severn Lodge Farm (Fig. 7g). The line and pier
were actually constructed some distance northwards
between Severn Lodge and New Passage Hotel in order
not to restrict the passage of vessels from the English
Lake.
The plans for the piers were approved by the
Admiralty in the summer of 1860 and work started
immediately on driving the piles for the pier at New
Passage which would eventually extend nearly 1800ft
out into the River Severn. The pier structure was
heavily constructed to withstand the strong tides and

6. Ferry Steamers
At the half yearly shareholders meeting in February
1863 the necessity of having a steam boat ready for the
opening was discussed, and it was announced that
advertisements for the hire of one had been placed in
Glasgow, Liverpool, Hull and Bristol (Fig. 6a). It was
thought that hiring a vessel would afford the
opportunity of ascertaining by experience the best type
of vessel for the work before committing to purchase.

Fig. 6a: Advertisement in the Bristol Mercury, 21st February
1863. (Image © The British Library Board. All rights
reserved)

Notwithstanding this, in June 1863 the Company
agreed to purchase an iron paddle steamer, the Gem,
for £2400. The steamer belonged to a Manchester
businessman William Coulborn, and had been used as
a Mersey ferry. Coulborn had relinquished the lease on
the ferry rights to the Wallasey Local Board in 18616-1
and was now looking to dispose of the vessel. She was
built for the Mersey service as the Liscard in 1858 and
was renamed Gem in 1861 when she was apparently
sold for service on the Clyde but not delivered.

Fig. 6b: The steamer ‘Gem’. (www.historyofwallasey.co.uk)
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It would appear that the ‘Union’ Company’s engineer
Brereton went to Liverpool to inspect the steamer but
was not able to see her in service since there was a
leakage in the steam pipe. Nevertherless a contract to
purchase her was made on the understanding that she
was efficient for the service required of her. She arrived
at Bristol in the charge of George Whitty who had seen
seven years service on Brunel’s steamship Great
Western. He had taken charge in Liverpool and
immediately discovered a boiler leak which had to be
repaired before she could sail. On the voyage south the
speed was very slow and he had trouble starting,
reversing and stopping. She was tried out at New
Passage and found to be totally unsuitable.
The Company then wrote to Coulborn saying that
the Gem did not come up to the description given of her,
that she was not fitted for the New Passage service as
guaranteed in the undertaking, and that she was now
lying in Bristol awaiting his instructions. After further
correspondence the Company instructed their solicitors
not to pay the £2400 purchase price. A writ was then
received from the Royal Bank of Liverpool over the
failure to pay the money and the matter went for trial
in February 1864. The Company lost the case and had
to pay £2700 for the verdict and costs. A cross action
against Coulborn however was successful and £500
damages were awarded. The Times carried a lengthy
report on the circumstances of the episode6-2.
The Gem was later sold for the Company by Mark
Whitwill of Bristol for £1050 in August 1864. She was
bought by the Wallasey Local Board and returned to
the Mersey. She received a new boiler during a refit in
1869 and was given a 50-seat deck cabin. Later that
year she was chartered to act as a tender to Brunel’s
steamship Great Britain. She ended her days wrecked
off the Isles of Scilly on 26th November 1881 en route
to a new occupation in Sierra Leone6-1.
With the opening of the railway approaching and
the Gem having been found unsuitable, the Company
urgently needed another steamboat for the service and
in August 1863 an agreement was made with the New
Steam Tug Company of Liverpool for the hire of their
new passenger steam tug Relief for three months at
£200 per month. The Relief was found to be satisfactory
for the service and was purchased for £6000 in
September.
Another steamboat Dragon Fly had been acquired
from Maudslays by the contractor Brotherhood in March

7. New Passage Hotel
Rival ferries had operated at New Passage (from the
shore near Redwick to Black Rock near Portskewett)
and Old Passage (from Aust to Beachley) for many years
before the coming of the railways. The ferry rights at
New Passage were owned by the Lewis family of St
Pierre in Monmouthshire and at New Passage itself, a
hotel, known as New Passage House, catered for
travellers using the ferry. A drawing and an engraving
showing the house in the late 18th century are shown
in Figs. 7a and 7b. In 1791 Jane Blewett was listed as
victualler7-1.

Fig. 7a (above):
An ink wash drawing of New Passage House
in 1789 by Samuel Hieronymus Grimm.
(© The British Library Board (Additional MS
15540, Item f.223))

Fig. 7b (right):
An engraving dated 1797 by J Hassell
showing New Passage House and Ferry .
(© The British Library Board (K Top Vol. 13,
Item 93-1))
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The 1840s tithe map (Fig. 7c) shows the properties
at New Passage owned by Charles Lewis of St Pierre.
The tithe apportionments show the occupier of the
properties to be James Wintle who was also listed as
occupier of many of the surrounding properties
including the adjacent Severn Lodge indicated as 1801
on the tithe map. Richard Breakes aged 60, was
innkeeper at New Passage House in 1841.
The house was probably little altered from the views
shown in Figs 7a and 7b when in 1845 it was reported
that the Directors of the projected Bristol & South
Wales Junction Railway had “succeeded in effecting a
purchase of the New Passage ferry, house and land on
extremely moderate terms” 7-2 .
However, the Directors of the new concern had
difficulty in raising sufficient capital to proceed with
the projected railway and after carrying out repairs to
the house7-3, which was now described as a hotel,
advertised the premises for sale or let (Fig.7d). No buyer
was forthcoming and a tenant for the hotel was not
found until the following year, at a rental of £50 per
annum7-4.
Although the Company was wound up in 1853 the
properties at New Passage had not been sold when plans
and a book of reference to the plans were drawn up in
1854 for the proposed Bristol, South Wales and
Southampton Union Railway from Bristol via Hotwells,

8. Station and Track Layouts Up To 1886
The railway from Bristol to New Passage was
constructed as a single broad gauge line commencing
at a junction about 1/2 mile from the Bristol station
where the Midland Railway, the Great Western main
line and the line to the locomotive sheds all came
together. The layout of this junction before the Union
line was built is shown in Fig. 2c. Stations were
originally provided at Lawrence Hill, Stapleton Road,
Filton, Patchway, Pilning, New Passage and New
Passage Pier, with Ashley Hill opening later in 1864.
On the Monmouthshire side Portskewett station was
resited 1/2 mile towards Chepstow and enlarged to
provide an extra platform for the service to
Portskewett Pier, the line to the pier also being laid to
the broad gauge. The Portskewett Branch was
converted to standard gauge on 11–13th May 1872 and
the Bristol–New Passage section followed on 7–9th
August 1873.

Lawrence Hill
In November 1863, two months after opening of the
line, plans were deposited in Parliament for the
compulsory purchase of extra land for expansion at both

Lawrence Hill and Stapleton Road. The plan for
Lawrence Hill (Fig 8a) shows the single platform
station as built. No sidings existed at this time but
authorisation was given to construct a ‘half siding’ in
December 1863. Charles Richardson’s Cattybrook Brick
Company established a depot adjacent Lawrence Hill
station and staging and a shute for loading coals etc.
were constructed here. Mr J R Brown was also paid £85
for fixing a goods crane at the station. Negotiations for
extra land owned by the Bristol Wagon Company
between the Union line and the Midland Railway line
were started in 1866, but agreement was only reached
after arbitration in 1869 when the Great Western had
taken over the ‘Union’ company. Expenditure of £497
was authorised in December 1873 for goods sidings and
the line was doubled and an extra platform added in
1874 in preparation for the opening of the Clifton
Extension Railway. The GWR estate survey of 18798-1
shows the layout of the station and goods yard (Fig. 8b).
The OS maps of 1884/5 however indicate an altered
layout of tracks in the goods yard which is also shown
in Fig. 8b. The contract for quadrupling of the line from
Dr Days Bridge Junction to Stapleton Road was let in
1884 but was not completed until 1891.

Fig. 8a:
Track layout at Lawrence Hill taken from the
plan deposited in November 1863
accompanying the parliamentary application
for compulsory purchase of extra land for
sidings etc. showing the single line and
single platform as built and the numbered
properties which the company intended to
acquire. (Bristol & South Wales Union
Railway, Plan and Book of Reference 1863,
Gloucestershire Archives Q/RUm/319; 1864
Local Act, 27 & 28 Victoria I, c. cxxxvi )
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9. Train Service and Timetables
The line from Bristol to New Passage was opened to
the public on Tuesday 8th September 1863 and on the
following Saturday a timetable was published in the
Bristol Mercury (Fig. 9a). The initial service consisted
of five trains each way on weekdays and two trains on
Sundays. Pilning and Filton however were only served
by four of the weekday trains. The timetable also shows
the connections at Portskewett Junction for Chepstow
and for stations in South Wales. Although the branch
from Portskewett pier was not formally opened until
the following January the timetable states that
passengers and luggage will be conveyed in carriages
from the pier to the junction. This statement appears
in all subsequent public timetables until closure of the
branch in 1886.
The Bristol to New Passage line first appeared in
the Great Western Railway Working Timetable for
October 1863 when the times for some of the trains
were slightly altered. The Pilning and Filton stops were
also reduced to three each way and further reduced to
two each way in November. The Sunday morning train
was also cancelled in December. The reduction of the
passenger service at Filton in December prompted
complaints from both the inhabitants and the Duke of
Beaufort’s solicitors, which resulted in reinstatement
of the stop the following summer.
The Sunday morning train was reinstated in April
1864, and in June the service was further increased to
six trains each way on weekdays and three on Sundays
(Fig. 9b). The first of a number of complaints regarding
the service appeared in the Western Daily Press on 18th
August 1864 when a long delay prompted six gentlemen
from Newport to write:
As frequent travellers by the above, we cheerfully
admit the great advantage it affords for more speedy
communication between districts with which it is
connected, than what was possessed prior to its
opening, so long as that advantage is not diminished
by official mismanagement and supineness.
These conditions are, unfortunately, of frequent
occurrence, and it is because of their frequency that
we call public attention to them through the medium
of the Press. On Sunday (last) evening we, with
Fig. 9a: Bristol & South Wales Union Railway Timetable
published in the Bristol Mercury, 12th September 1863.
(Image © The British Library Board. All rights reserved)
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10. Railway Staff
Stations on the Bristol to New Passage line, viz.
Lawrence Hill, Stapleton Road, Ashley Hill, Filton,
Patchway, Pilning and New Passage, were under the
supervision of a booking porter with the larger stations
also being staffed with one of more porters or
policemen/signalmen. Ashley Hill, Filton and Pilning
stations were manned solely by the booking porter until
August 1886. Considerably more people were employed
at the piers, the senior staff being the pier
master/marine superintendent and the pier inspector.
A number of porters were stationed on both piers
together with policemen/signalmen, a watchman and
a steam craneman. At New Passage a coalman and a
pumping engineman were also employed for coaling
and watering the ferry steamers. The inhabitants of
New Passage / Redwick in railway employment taken
from the 1871 census are listed in Fig 10a. The pier
master at this time, Robert Bruce, was living in Bristol,
and the pier inspector, William Tanner, in Portskewett.
The ferry steamer crews, who also lived at New Passage,
have been discussed in Chapter 6.
The names so far identified of the senior railway
staff employed at the stations and the piers are shown
in Fig. 10b. Although Booking Porter (sometimes Booking
Constable) appears to be the official title of the post, in
many cases the senior man at the stations at the time
of the 1871 and 1881 censuses gave his occupation as
Station Master. It appears that staff movement between
the various stations on the line was common.

Name
HIGGINS Samuel

Age
Occupation
41 Engine Driver Gas House (Pumping
Engineman in RAIL 264/203)
HILL George
23 Engine Driver (Steam Craneman in
RAIL 264/203)
DUST James
36 Engine Driver (Coalman in
RAIL264/203)
FORRISTER William Thomas 25 Station Master
DEVERILL Alfred
26 Ticket Collector
MARSH George
24 Porter
BRAIN William A
24 Porter
BRINE George
30 Porter
NEWMAN Thomas
28 Porter
RIDGWELL Albert George
29 Porter
MARSH Thomas
28 Porter
CURTHOYS Charles
24 Porter
ANDREWS Edwin
21 Porter
ENGLAND Joseph
23 Porter
CURTHOYS Charles
38 Porter

Fig. 10a:

Inhabitants of New Passage / Redwick in railway
employment, taken from the census of 2nd April 1871.

Engine crews for the Bristol to New Passage line
were provided by the Bristol depot of the Great Western
Railway. At Portskewett an engine shed was erected
for the Pier Branch and cleaners, firemen and
enginemen were stationed there.

Fig 10b: Senior staff employed at the stations and piers of the Bristol & South Wales Union Railway 1863-1886.

LAWRENCE HILL
From
To
1863.09.00
1863.12.00
1865.04.00
1866.11.00
1866.11.00
1867.01.00
1866.12.00
1868.11.00
1868.11.00
1873.04.00
1883.01.00
1883.01.00
1889.11.00

Name
LANE Wm Fred'k
TANNER William
HAINS John
TANNER William
HARRIS J
SAINSBURY John
LILLY Walter Henry

Occupation
Booking Porter
Booking Porter
Booking Porter
Booking Porter
Booking Porter
Booking Porter
Booking Porter
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Notes
To New Passage
Temporarily in charge.
To Pier Inspector
Temporarily in charge
Absconded 1889.11.00

National Archives Ref.
RAIL 264/414p27
RAIL 264/414p25
RAIL 264/414p77
RAIL 264/414p25
RAIL 264/414p99
RAIL 264/351p81
RAIL 264/347p443

